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            Abstract
Species richness has dominated our view of global biodiversity patterns for centuries1,2. The dominance of this paradigm is reflected in the focus by ecologists and conservation managers on richness and associated occurrence-based measures for understanding drivers of broad-scale diversity patterns and as a biological basis for management3,4. However, this is changing rapidly, as it is now recognized that not only the number of species but the species present, their phenotypes and the number of individuals of each species are critical in determining the nature and strength of the relationships between species diversity and a range of ecological functions (such as biomass production and nutrient cycling)5. Integrating these measures should provide a more relevant representation of global biodiversity patterns in terms of ecological functions than that provided by simple species counts. Here we provide comparisons of a traditional global biodiversity distribution measure based on richness with metrics that incorporate species abundances and functional traits. We use data from standardized quantitative surveys of 2,473 marine reef fish species at 1,844 sites, spanning 133 degrees of latitude from all ocean basins, to identify new diversity hotspots in some temperate regions and the tropical eastern Pacific Ocean. These relate to high diversity of functional traits amongst individuals in the community (calculated using Raoâ€™s Q6), and differ from previously reported patterns in functional diversity and richness for terrestrial animals, which emphasize species-rich tropical regions only7,8. There is a global trend for greater evenness in the number of individuals of each species, across the reef fish species observed at sites (â€˜community evennessâ€™), at higher latitudes. This contributes to the distribution of functional diversity hotspots and contrasts with well-known latitudinal gradients in richness2,4. Our findings suggest that the contribution of species diversity to a range of ecosystem functions varies over large scales, and imply that in tropical regions, which have higher numbers of species, each species contributes proportionally less to community-level ecological processes on average than species in temperate regions. Metrics of ecological function usefully complement metrics of species diversity in conservation management, including when identifying planning priorities and when tracking changes to biodiversity values.
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                    Figure 1: Global fish diversity patterns predicted from quantitative diver censuses at 1,844 sites.[image: ]


Figure 2: The species diversityâ€“functional diversity relationship for reef fishes differs between temperate and tropical sites.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Global relationships between different functional diversity measures.
a, b, Abundance-weighted functional diversity (Raoâ€™s Q expressed as effective numbers; see Methods) for reef fishes provides different information to functional richness expressed as the number of functional groups (functional group richness; FGR) (a) and the volume of multidimensional trait space filled by the community (convex hull volume) (b). Kendallâ€™s Tau correlation coefficients, r = 0.21 and 0.11, respectively. Points represent individual reef sites surveyed.


Extended Data Figure 2 Details of global fish surveys.
a, b, The fish fauna was quantitatively surveyed at 1,844 rocky and coral reef sites in 11 Marine Ecoregions of the World realms by visual census (a). Note that many sites are overlapping or hidden behind symbols for other sites. Tropical realms possessed much higher average fish abundance and species densities (b).


Extended Data Figure 3 The accuracy importance of the thirteen predictor variables for each of the random forest models.
Models were for species density (a), species evenness (b), functional group richness (c) and functional diversity (d). Explanations and units for variables are provided in Extended Data Table 4.


Extended Data Figure 4 Scatter plots comparing global predictions from random forest models used for mapping in Fig. 1 with those based on a training set including only sites >5 km apart.
Models were for species density (a), functional group richness (b), species evenness (c) and functional diversity (d). Predictions were compared for all global ocean grid cells where the depth was less than 20â€‰m.


Extended Data Table 1 Functional traits of reef fishes used in estimation of functional diversity.Full size table


Extended Data Table 2 Linear mixed effects model summary table for functional diversity versus species diversity shown in Fig. 2.Full size table


Extended Data Table 3 Contributions of individual traits to global patterns in functional diversity.Full size table


Extended Data Table 4 Environmental and geographic variables used in random forest models.Full size table


Extended Data Table 5 Transformations and correlations of observed to predicted diversity values from random forest models.Full size table


Extended Data Table 6 Spatial autocorrelation measured by Moranâ€™s I for diversity metrics calculated from the raw data at reef sites and residuals from the four random forest models used to predict diversity values for global mapsFull size table
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